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What is Data Fluency?

Data Manipulation Visualization

Programming

Probability and Statistics

Reporting
Importing and Cleaning Data

Machine Learning
Data Engineering

Understand data

Communicate insights

Make better decisions

Topics Data Fluency Capabilities

The data fluency tools continuum
Plug and play Programmatic



Why bridge the gap from Excel to Python?

Big data is getting 
bigger

Syntax 
errors

Open source and 
integrated

Faster for more complex 
applications

More robust analysis and 
visualizations

Automation of 
boring tasks



Create visualizations 
and present our analysis
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Learn how to import an 
excel file with multiple 

sheets into Python

Explore our datasets

Filter, clean, add new 
columns

Merge dataframes 
(VLOOKUP) and group by 

columns (pivot tables)
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Our dataset

Sales sheet

SalesOrderID: Unique 
identifier for a sales order

TotalDue: Revenue earned 
from a sales order

NumberofItems: Number of 
items from a sales order

OnlineOrderFlag: Sales order 
made online or not

Status: Sales order delivery 
status

Customers sheet

SalesOrderID: Unique 
identifier for a sales order

CustomerFirstName: First 
name of customer

CustomerLastName: Last 
name of customer

EmployeeFirstName: First 
name of employee responsible 
for sale

EmployeeLastName: First 
name of employee responsible 
for sale

ChannelType: B2B vs B2C 
order

Dates sheet

SalesOrderID: Unique 
identifier for a sales order

OrderDate: Date when sales 
order was ordered

ShipDate: Date when sales 
order was shipped

Employees sheet

FirstName: First name of 
employee

LastName: Last name of 
employee

CountryCode: Employee 
region country code

RegionName: Employee 
region name

CommissionPct: Sales 
commission percentage of 
employee

Microsoft AdventureWorks dataset: Fictional B2B and B2C bike store operating around the world



Python packages being used

Popular open source data analysis tool for tabular data

Open source plotting library for 2-D visualizations

Open source plotting library built on top of matplotlib



Technologies

❗❗Requires  a gmail account to edit ❗❗



Session outline

1 Introduction

2 Importing our dataset

3 Cleaning our dataset

5 Question 1: How did we do in revenue over the years?

6 Question 2: How is revenue divided by channel type overall and over time?

7 Question 3: Who are the employees responsible for the most B2B sales overall and in 2013?

8 Q&A

9 Recap & closing notes

10 Take home question

4 Q&A



Notebook

Notebook

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1hKReIRjxeDNfw-kPhf_lpiM2Gcn4e0D0#scrollTo=upgA33i96krb
https://colab.research.google.com/github/adelnehme/python-for-excel-users-webinar/blob/master/webinar_content_students.ipynb
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Create visualizations 
and present our analysis

What did we learn this session?

Learn how to import an 
excel file with multiple 

sheets into Python

Explore our datasets

Filter, clean, add new 
columns

Merge dataframes 
(VLOOKUP) and group by 

columns (pivot tables)
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pandas.ExcelFile()

sns.barplot()
sns.lineplot()

plt.____

.info()
.describe()
.unique()

.replace()
.loc[]

pandas.to_datetime()

.merge()
.groupby()
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Closing notes

● Sometimes knowing where to start is not as clear cut

● Transitioning to python and data science is not about 
memorizing syntax - but asking the right questions

● Fostering an experimental and curiosity based mindset 
is essential for success



Closing notes

● Ask the right questions in the right 
places:

○ Google is your friend
○ Stackoverflow 
○ Blogposts
○ DataCamp courses! 

● Understand your errors, and 
develop the patience to address 
them

● Having self-empathy, accepting 
not knowing the answer and 
becoming curious about finding it

https://stackoverflow.com/


Free week!

Get free access here

https://www.datacamp.com/freeweek


What you should learn next?

Become a Python expert!



Data Engineering 
for Everyone

Learn about data engineering 

and why demand for them is at 

an all time high. Grow your 

knowledge in this area or take 

your first step towards 

becoming a data engineer. 

NEW COURSE



More live trainings!

Register here!

Register here!

https://www.datacamp.com/live/data-analysis-in-excel
https://www.datacamp.com/live/getting-started-in-sql


Take home question

Who were the highest earning (in compensation) sales people in 2012? 

Clues:

- You need to use all four sheets
- You need to calculate the commission earned by each employee in 2012
- Sort your results by amount of commission earned
- Visualize!

Bonus points if:

- You make your chart extra pretty
- Use syntax not covered in this session

Submission details:

- Share with us a code snippet with your output on LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook
- Tag us on @DataCamp or @Adel_Nehme with the hashtags #DataCamplive  #DataCampFreeweek



Thanks!



Addendum



Recap of the functions used

pandas functions Description

import pandas as pd Imports the pandas package with the alias pd

pd.ExcelFile() Reads an .xlsx file into pandas

.sheet_names Gets the name of sheets from an ExcelFile object

.parse() Takes in a sheet name and gets it from an ExcelFile object

.shape Returns the dimensions of a DataFrame object

.head(n) / .tail(n) Returns the first n rows/last n rows of a DataFrame 

.info() Returns info on data types and missingness of a DataFrame

.describe() Returns summary statistics of columns in a DataFrame

.unique() Returns unique values of a Series  (or DataFrame column)

.isna() Returns True or False for whether a value is missing

.isna().sum() Returns # of missing values per column in a DataFrame

.drop() Lets you remove a column from a DataFrame

.replace() Lets you replace values in a column of a DataFrame

pd.to_datetime(___, format=) Lets you convert a column into a datetime object

pandas functions Description

df_1.merge(df_2, on=col_A , how=’left’ )

Allows you to merge two DataFrames on a common 
column. 

In this example, df_2 is being merged with df_1 on the 
common column col_A with df_1 being preserved and 
the data from df_2 being added since it’s on the ’left’. 

df_1.groupby(col_A).sum()

Allows you to group a DataFrame by one or more of 
its columns and compute summary statistics of 
remaining columns.

In this example, df_1 is being grouped by the  col_A 
with the sum of remaining numerical columns being 
computed using the .sum() method. Note that it can 
be substituted with .max() - .min() - .mean() ...

df_1.sort_values(col_A, 
ascending=True, inplace=True)

Allows you to sort a DataFrame by one or more of its 
columns.

In this example, df_1 is being sorted by the  col_A in 
ascending order because the ascending column is set 
to True, the sorting will be saved in df_1 since the 
inplace argument is set to True

VLOOKUP

PIVOT TABLE



Recap of the functions used

Visualization functions Description

import seaborn as sns Imports the seaborn package with the alias sns

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt Imports the matplotlib.pyplot package with the alias plt

plt.figure(figsize = (__,__)) Sets the figure size of a plot you’re about to draw

sns.barplot(x=, y=, hue=, data=)

Creates a barplot from your data:
● x argument lets you set the x-axis
● y argument lets you set the y-axis 
● hue argument lets you show visualize your data categorized by another column 
● data argument takes in your data

sns.lineplot(x=,y=,data=)

Creates a lineplot from your data:
● x argument lets you set the x-axis
● y argument lets you set the y-axis 
● data argument takes in your data

plt.xticks(rotation= ) Lets you set the rotation of the x-axis ticks

plt.xlabel(‘x-axis label’) Lets you set the label for the x-axis

plt.ylabel(‘y-axis label’) Lets you set the label for the y-axis

plt.title(‘my plot’s title’) Lets you set a title for your data



Readings from DataCamp

● What 300+ L&D Leaders have learned about building Data Fluency (whitepaper, webinar)

● How AI can improve your data strategy (webinar)

● What employees must learn to work with data in the 21st century (whitepaper)

● What Data Fluency looks like (whitepaper)

● And much more on our resources page! 

https://www.datacamp.com/resources/whitepapers/what-300-l-and-d-leaders-have-learned-about-data-fluency
https://www.datacamp.com/resources/webinars/what-300-l-and-d-leaders-have-learned-about-building-data-fluency
https://www.datacamp.com/resources/webinars/improve-your-data-strategy
https://www.datacamp.com/resources/whitepapers/what-your-employees-need-to-learn-to-work-with-data-in-the-21st-century
https://www.datacamp.com/resources/whitepapers/what-data-fluency-looks-like
https://www.datacamp.com/resources

